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REMOTE CONTROL
ZERO-TURN MOWER

ROBOZERO

››› Removes operator from the danger zone

››› 150m remote control range

››› Tackles slopes up to 35 degrees

››› Fast working speeds up to 5 km/h

››› Fuel efficient diesel engine
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Created for fine-turf applications, ROBOZERO delivers an exceptional finish and is ideal for
environments such as urban green areas, parks, and golf courses. ROBOZERO’s remote
control capabilities enable operators to work safely in hazardous or restricted-access zones
such as airports, military sites, and roundabouts.

ROBOZERO

Specification:

››› Max gradient: 35 degrees

››› Transmission: Hydrostatic

››› Speed: 5 km/h

Engine:

››› Make: Yamar

››› Type: Diesel 3/cyl

››› Power: 33hp

Rotary Head:

››› Cutting width: 1.5m

››› Cutting height: 20mm-150mm

››› Configuration: Rear discharge

Flailhead:

››› Cutting width: 1.3m

››› Cutting height: 20mm-150mm

Remote Control:

››› Working range: 150m

››› Proportional joystick: Std

››› Battery: Rechargeable

ALL-TERRAIN MANOEUVRABILITY
ROBOZERO excels in confined environments where its
zero-turn capabilities eliminate the need for
repositioning and keep it in constant motion. Its low
centre of gravity and wide wheels enhance stability and
enable operators to tackle slopes up to 35 degrees.

FUEL-EFFICIENT PERFORMANCE
ROBOZERO’s lean-burn 33hp Yamar diesel engine
delivers a winning combination of power and fuel
economy and can work at speeds of up to 5km/h. 

CHOICE OF CUTTING HEADS
A triple-rotor, rear-discharge rotary deck delivers
an attractive finish that is ideal for fine-turf
environments while customers seeking a heavy-
duty flailhead can opt for a 1.3m model equipped
with back to back grass-cutting flails.

REMOTE CONTROL
ROBOZERO features an easy-to-master control
system with precise proportional controls and a
working range of up to 150m.


